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General information

The Certificates in Basic Construction Skills qualifications have been designed by City & Guilds to 
provide basic training in construction skills for those seeking employment in the construction industry.  
They are suitable for use with learners who have no previous experience or knowledge of the 
construction craft skills.

These qualifications are aimed at providing an introduction to these crafts and they specifically provide 
an understanding of particular craft tasks, not occupational competence in the craft.   They are suitable 
for learners who do not have access to an NVQ, as they can contribute towards the knowledge and 
understanding required for the related NVQ, while not requiring or proving evidence of occupational 
competence.

The qualification structure

The Level 1 Certificate in Basic Construction Skills – Woodworking will be awarded to successful 
candidates on completion of the required combination of units.  A total of ten units in all are required 
to achieve the qualification, including mandatory units and optional units, according to the chosen 
route, carpentry and joinery or furniture making.    

General structure

Each qualification is made up of units expressed in a standard format.  Each unit specification includes 
details of
• aim of the unit 
• learning outcomes (practical activities and underpinning knowledge)
• assessment methods (assignment specification)

Assessment and quality assurance

National standards and rigorous quality assurance are maintained by the use of City & Guilds’ 
Assignments, marked by the centre according to externally set marking criteria, with quality assurance 
provided by the centre and monitored by City & Guilds’ external verification system, to ensure that 
national standards are maintained.

To gain the qualification candidates must undertake an assignment for each of the mandatory units, 
plus an assignment for each of the optional units studied.

Each assignment specification includes details of
• the requirements of the assignment
• the performance criteria required to pass
• a working drawing
• evidence recording forms

Each assignment assesses the practical activities and samples the underpinning knowledge.  

Multiple choice question on-line test

The underpinning knowledge shown in each unit covers necessary basic health and safety and good 
working practices.  This is assessed by an additional multiple choice question test, via City & Guilds 
Global On-line Assessment (GOLA) system.  It is not mandatory and can be completed as an additional 
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unit and may be useful for candidates who are expected to progress to higher level construction 
qualifications, such as NVQs.  See Centre Requirements for further information about GOLA.

Verification of assessments

Although the Certificates in Basic Construction Skills do not imply occupational competence, they are 
designed as an introduction to N/SVQ programmes.  It is for this reason that, when assignments are 
assessed, it is important that reference is made to N/SVQ assessment methodology.  Assessors/tutors 
will need to be familiar with the occupational standards for Construction N/SVQs, because a similar 
system of internal verification is used. This means that the work of assessors involved in the 
qualification must be monitored by an Internal Verifier/scheme co-ordinator, to ensure that they are 
applying the standards consistently throughout assessment activities.

If a candidate’s work is selected for verification, samples of work must be available to the appointed 
External Verifier. 

An External Verifier will make an annual visit to the centre and their role includes the following:
• ensuring that Internal Verifiers are undertaking their duties satisfactorily
• monitoring internal quality assurance systems and sampling assessment activities, methods and 

records
• acting as a source of advice and support
• promoting best practice
• providing prompt, accurate and constructive feedback to all relevant parties on the operation of 

centres' assessment systems.

For candidates with particular requirements, centres should refer to City & Guilds policy document 
Access to assessment, candidates with particular requirements.

External Verifiers act on behalf of City & Guilds to ensure that national standards are maintained.  Full 
details of their role can be found in Providing City & Guilds’ Qualifications - a guide to centre and 
scheme approval.
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Course design and delivery

Recommended delivery strategies

Centre staff should familiarise themselves with the structure, content and assessment requirements of 
the qualification/s before designing a course programme.  In particular, staff should consider the skills 
and knowledge related to the national occupational standards.  Mapping to the relevant NVQs/National 
Occupational Standards is shown on page 12.

Provided that the requirements for the qualification are met, centres may design course programmes 
of study in any way that they feel best meets the needs and capabilities of their candidates. Centres 
may wish to include topics as part of the course programme, which will not be assessed through the 
qualification/s.

It is recommended that centres cover the following in the delivery of the course, where appropriate

• Key Skills (such as Communication, Application of Number, Information technology, Working with 
others, Improving own learning and performance, Problem solving)

• Health and safety considerations, in particular the need to impress to candidates that they must 
preserve the health and safety of others as well as themselves

• Equal opportunities
• Spiritual, moral, social and cultural issues
• Environmental education
• European dimension
• Employment rights and responsibilities

It is recommended that 300 hours should be allocated for the core and optional units required for 
certification.  This may be on a full or part time basis.  

Health and Safety

The importance of safe working practices must always be stressed. Candidates have responsibilities for 
the safety of others as well as themselves. Anyone behaving in an unsafe manner must be stopped and 
suitable warning given. A candidate should not be allowed to continue working on an assignment if 
they have contravened these requirements.

Machinery, tools and equipment

Centres must have access to sufficient equipment in the college, training centre or workplace to ensure 
candidates have the opportunity to cover all of the practical activities.

It is acceptable for centres to use specially designated areas within a centre for some of the units.

The equipment, systems or machinery must be of an industrial standard and be capable of being used 
under normal working conditions.  The use of power tools and machines is not optional within this 
qualification.  It is for this reason that this qualification is not recommended for use with learners pre 
16 or those who could be considered at a higher risk of injury.
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Feedback

The Assignments are intended as a formal assessment of candidates’ practical skills. They are not 
designed as teaching aids and candidates should not be entered until they are ready. Should a 
candidate fail any of these Assignments other than on health & safety grounds, as stated above, 
appropriate feedback should be given by the assessor both to the candidate and the tutor concerned.

If a candidate’s work is selected for verification, samples of work must be available to the appointed 
External Verifier.

Equal opportunities

It is a requirement of centre approval that centres have an equal opportunities policy (see PCGQ). The 
regulatory authorities require City & Guilds to monitor centres to ensure that equal opportunity policies 
are being followed.

The City & Guilds equal opportunities policy is set out on the City & Guilds website: 
www.cityandguilds.com, in PCGQ, in the Directory of Awards, and is also available from the City & 
Guilds Customer Relations department.

Access to assessment 

City & Guilds’ guidance and regulations on access to assessment are designed to facilitate access to 
assessment and qualifications for candidates who are eligible for adjustments in assessments. Access 
arrangements are designed to allow attainment to be demonstrated.

See City & Guilds Access to assessment and qualifications, available on the City & Guilds website, for 
further information.

Appeals

Centres must have their own, auditable, appeals procedure that must be explained to candidates 
during their induction. Appeals must be fully documented by the quality assurance co-ordinator and 
made available to the External Verifier or City & Guilds.

Further information on appeals is given in PCGQ. There is also appeals information for centres and 
learners on the City & Guilds website or available from the Customer Relations department.
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Centre requirements

Obtaining centre and scheme approval

Centres wishing to offer City & Guilds qualifications must gain approval.  

New centres must apply for centre and scheme approval.

Existing City & Guilds centres will need to get specific scheme approval to run this Award.

Full details of the process for both centre and scheme approval are given in Providing City & Guilds 
qualifications - a guide to centre and scheme approval which is available from City & Guilds’ regional 
offices. 

City & Guilds reserves the right to suspend an approved centre, or withdraw its approval from an 
approved centre to conduct a particular City & Guilds’ scheme or particular City & Guilds’ schemes, for 
reasons of debt, malpractice or for any reason that may be detrimental to the maintenance of 
authentic, reliable and valid qualifications or that may prejudice the name of City & Guilds.

Online Assessment (GOLA)

Part of the qualification is assessed by GOLA (City & Guilds’ Global on-line Assessment).  In addition to 
obtaining centre and scheme approval, centres are also required to set up a GOLA profile in order to 
offer the online test to candidates. Setting up a GOLA profile is a simple process that needs only be 
completed once. 

Details of how to set up the profile and GOLA technical requirements are available on the City & Guilds 
website www.cityandguilds.com /gola. The GOLA section of the website also has details of the GOLA 
helpline for technical queries and downloads for centres and candidates about GOLA tests.

Centres should also refer to PCGQ for further information on 
GOLA.
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Registration and certification

There are two routes to achieving this qualification.

For the award of a 
Level 1 Certificate in Basic Construction Skills – Woodworking (carpentry and joinery)
candidates must successfully complete units 037-042, 077-079 plus any one unit from 080 – 083, ten
units in total.

Level 1 Certificate in Basic Construction Skills – Woodworking (furniture making) candidates 
must successfully complete units 037-042 and 043-044 inclusive plus any one unit from 085 – 088, ten
units in total. 

The additional assessment 099 does not count as either a mandatory or optional unit, but may be 
achieved in addition to the units required for achievement of the qualification.

Mandatory units (all candidates) Component
037 Constructing through mortice and tenon 6217-05-037 or 

6217-06-037
038 Constructing stub mortice and tenon 6217-05-038 or 

6217-06-038
039 Constructing haunched mortice and tenon 6217-05-039 or 

6217-06-0397
040 Constructing centre bridle joint 6217-05-040 or 

6217-06-040
041 Constructing dovetail halving joint 6217-05-041 or 

6217-06-041
042 Constructing through dovetail 6217-05-042 or 

6217-06-042
Carpentry and joinery route mandatory units
077 Constructing double mortice and tenon 6217-05-077
078 Constructing shouldered housing 6217-05-078
079 Constructing slot dovetail 6217-05-079
Carpentry and joinery route optional units (one required)
080 Constructing a nail box 6217-05-080
081 Constructing a pair of gallows brackets 6217-05-081
082 Constructing a garden gate 6217-05-082
083 Constructing a built in cupboard 6217-05-083
Furniture making route mandatory units
043 Constructing lapped dovetail 6217-06-043
084 Constructing three dowel joint 6217-06-084
044 Constructing biscuit joint or loose tongue 6217-06-044
Furniture making route optional units (one required)
085 Constructing furniture - bedside cabinet 6217-06-085
086 Constructing furniture - kitchen stool 6217-06-086
087 Constructing furniture - magazine rack 6217-06-087
088 Constructing furniture - occasional table 6217-06-088
Additional 
test
099 Basic Construction Skills Health and Safety test 6217-05-099 or

6217-06-099
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Candidate registration is not required for this qualification.

When assignments have been successfully completed, candidate results should be submitted via the 
Walled Garden, www.walled-garden.com.  Centres should note that results will NOT be processed by 
City & Guilds until verification records are complete.

Full details on all the above procedures will be found in on City & Guilds Web site 
http://www.cityandguilds.com.
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Connections to other qualifications/National 
Occupational Standards

City & Guilds has identified connections to other qualifications/National Occupational Standards (NOS) 
for the convenience of centres and candidates. This mapping is provided as guidance and suggests 
areas of overlap and commonality between the qualification/s. It does not imply that candidates 
completing units in one qualification are automatically covering all of the content of the qualification/s 
listed in the mapping. 

Centres are responsible for checking the different requirements of all qualifications they are delivering 
and ensuring that candidates meet requirements of all units/qualification/s. For example, a qualification 
may provide knowledge towards a N/SVQ, but centres are responsible for ensuring that the candidate 
has met all of the knowledge requirements specified in the N/SVQ standards.

The qualification has connections to the
• Level 1 N/SVQ in Wood Occupations
• Level 1 NVQ in Supporting the production of furniture and furnishings

Unit

This award contributes 
towards the knowledge and 

understanding of the 
following elements of the 
NVQ in Wood Occupations 

level 1 Construction

This ward contributes towards 
the knowledge and 

understanding of the following 
elements of the NVQ in 

Supporting the production of 
furniture and furnishings 

(5614)
037 Part VR01

Part VR02
Part 101
Part 102.1

038 Part VR01
Part VR02

Part 101
Part 102.1

039 Part VR01
Part VR02

Part 101
Part 102.1

040 Part VR01
Part VR02

Part 101
Part 102.1

041 Part VR01
Part VR02

Part 101
Part 102.1

042 Part VR01
Part VR02

Part 101
Part 102.1

077 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR12
Part VR15

078 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR12
Part VR15

079 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR12
Part VR15

043 Part 101
Part 102.1
Part 106

084 Part 101
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Part 102.1
Part 106

044 Part 101
Part 102.1
Part 106

080 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR016

081 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR016

082 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR016

083 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR016

085 Part 101
Part 102.1
Part 107.1
Part 107.2

086 Part 101
Part 102.1
Part 107.1
Part 107.2

087 Part 101
Part 102.1
Part 107.1
Part 107.2

088 Part 101
Part 102.1
Part 107.1
Part 107.2
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Health and safety, spiritual etc, environmental and 
European issues

The units provide opportunities to address the following issues as indicated.

Unit Moral, Ethical 
and Spiritual

European 
dimension

Environmental 
education

Health and Safety

037 *

038 *

039 *

040 *

041 *

042 *

077 * *

078 * *

079 * *

043 * *

084 * *

044 * *

080 * * * *

081 * * * *

082 * * * *

083 * * * *

085 * * * *

086 * * * *

087 * * * *

088 * * * *
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Key Skills signposting

The qualification provides opportunities to gather evidence for the accreditation of Key skills as shown 
in the table below. However, to gain Key Skills certification the Key Skills would need to be taken as 
additional qualification/s. 

Identification of Key Skills summary relationship table

Unit Application of 
number

Working with 
others

Problem 
solving

Improving own 
learning and 
performance

037 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

038 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

039 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

040 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

041 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

042 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

077 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

078 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

079 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

043 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

084 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

044 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

080 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

081 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

082 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

083 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

085 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

086 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

087 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

088 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1
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Assessment and recording

Each unit consists of two sections:

1 Candidate’s instructions
These should be read to the candidate, who should be allowed to ask any questions for 
clarification. The candidates are then required to sign that they have understood what is 
required.

2 Assessment record
This lists the criteria candidates are required to achieve to pass. 
Against each criterion there are three check boxes. One for the candidate to mark when 
complete, one for the assessor and one for a second assessor (if present).
This record must then be signed by the candidate and assessor on completion of the Unit.

A Candidate assignment log is included, which should be completed to keep a record of the 
assignments/units achieved by the candidate.  

Also included is a Personal assessment plan, which should be completed before the candidate 
commences study, and Personal action plan, which should be completed during the candidate’s 
study and assessment.  Keep these documents with the completed Assignment records for internal 
and external verification purposes.
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Level 1 Certificate in Basic Construction Skills –
Woodworking 6217-05 & 6217-06

Candidate Assignment Log

Candidate Name …………………………………………………………

Schedule of assignments passed

Unit 037 Constructing through mortice and tenon

Unit 038 Constructing stub mortice and tenon

Unit 039 Constructing haunched mortice and tenon

Unit 040 Constructing centre bridle joint

Unit 041 Constructing halving dovetail joint

Unit 042 Constructing through dovetail

Unit 077 Constructing double mortice and tenon

Unit 078 Constructing shouldered housing joint

Unit 079 Constructing slot dovetail housing

Unit 043 Constructing  lapped dovetail

Unit 084 Constructing three dowel joint

Unit 044 Constructing biscuit joint or loose tongue

Unit 080 Constructing a nail box

Unit 081 Constructing a pair of gallows brackets

Unit 082 Constructing  furniture - garden gate

Unit 083 Constructing furniture - built in cupboard

Unit 085 Constructing furniture  - bedside cabinet

Unit 086 Constructing furniture  - kitchen stool

Unit 087 Constructing furniture  - magazine rack

Unit 088 Constructing furniture  - occasional table 
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Level 1 Certificate in Basic Construction Skills –
Woodworking 

Personal assessment plan

This scheme is designed as an introduction to woodworking skills for candidates who wish 
to develop their ability as either Carpenter and Joiners or Furniture makers or simply people 
who are interested in the craft.

The scheme requires candidates to satisfactorily complete a series of skill Units.

There are 6 common units which are mandatory to all candidates, followed by 3 further mandatory
Units chosen depending on whether the candidate wishes to follow Carpentry and Joinery or a 
Furniture route.  There is then a final optional unit which is chosen by the candidate from 4 which are 
available for each discipline.

Candidates must be successful in all 10 units to gain the full certificate.

All candidates must pass units 037- 042 and then:
• Carpenters and Joiners must pass units 077 – 079 plus one unit chosen from 080 – 083
• Furniture makers must pass units 043 – 044 plus one unit chosen from 085 - 088.

All work on the Units must be carried out unaided.  All work must be agreed by both the candidate and 
the assessor before any work on the assignments start.

The assessor, who must be occupationally competent, will make assessment decisions.

All work will be subject an internal verification process and periodically subject to an external 
verification process.
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Level 1 Certificate in Basic Construction Skills –
Woodworking 6217-05

Personal action plan

Name……………………………………………………….

Date of birth………………………………………………..

Date started qualification………………………………….

Personal action plan whilst working towards this qualification

Sign………………………………………………..

Date……………………………………………….

Review of action plan after two units completed

Sign…………………………………………………

Date………………………………………………..
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Unit 037 Constructing through mortice and tenon

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a through mortice and tenon joint.

2. Select suitable timber to construct a through mortice and tenon joint. 

3. Assemble the tools required to produce a through mortice and tenon joint.

4. Mark out a through mortice and tenon joint on the timber.

5. Cut a through mortice and tenon joint accurately.

6. Assemble the joint dry.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers and cutting tools.

2. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials.

3. State the need for work to be clean.

4. State the principles involved in maintaining tools in good condition.
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Unit 037 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Constructing through mortice and tenon 

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 1.5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule , Warrington hammer, try square, bench hold fast or G cramp, marking knife, 
chopping board, mortice gauge, tenon saw, 12 mm register chisel, hand saw
15 mm bevel edge chisel, smoothing plane, mallet

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the through mortice and tenon as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All chiselling to be smoothly finished
All Joint surfaces to be level

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature.................................................... Date..............................

Assessor’s Signature...................................................... Date..............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 037 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C       A     A2

Time allowed on test piece 1.5 hours

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All chiselling smoothly finished

Joint fits snugly

Unit completed within time allowed

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date……………………..

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………... Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment.................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 038 Constructing stub mortice and tenon

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a stub mortice and tenon joint.

2. Select suitable timber to construct a stub mortice and tenon joint.

3. Assemble the tools required to produce a stub mortice and tenon joint.

4. Mark out a stub mortice and tenon joint on the timber.

5. Cut a stub mortice and tenon joint accurately.

6. Assemble the joint dry.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers and cutting tools.

2. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials.

3. State the need for work to be clean.

4. State the principles involved in maintaining tools in good condition.
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Unit 038 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Stub mortice and tenon

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 1.5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, mallet, try square, chopping board, marking knife, bench hold fast or G cramp, 
mortice gauge, plough or combination plane with 10 mm cutter, marking gauge, tenon saw, 
10 mm mortice chisel, hand saw, 15 mm bevel edge chisel, smoothing plane

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the stub mortice and tenon as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All chiselling to be smoothly finished
All Joint surfaces to be level

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date................................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date................................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 038 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 1.5 hrs

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All chiselling smoothly finished

Joint fits snugly

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………... Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment..................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 039 Constructing haunched mortice and tenon (with 
long and short shoulders)

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a haunched mortice and tenon joint.

2. Select suitable timber to construct a haunched mortice and tenon joint.

3. Assemble the tools required to produce a haunched mortice and tenon joint.

4. Mark out a haunched mortice and tenon joint on the timber.

5. Cut a haunched mortice and tenon joint accurately.

6. Assemble the joint dry.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers and cutting tools.

2. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials.

3. State the need for work to be clean.

4. State the principles involved in maintaining tools in good condition.
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Unit 039 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Haunched mortice and tenon (with long and short shoulders)

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 1 ¾ hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything you need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The tests should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, mallet, try square, bench hold fast or G cramp, marking knife, chopping board, 
mortice gauge, tenon saw, marking gauge, hand saw, 10 mm register chisel, warrington hammer, 
15 mm bevel edge chisel, 1 smoothing plane

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the following drawing page candidates are required to:
Construct the haunched mortice and tenon as shown in the drawing

Specification:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All chiselling to be smoothly finished
All Joint surfaces to be level

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date.............................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date.............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 039 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A         A2

Time allowed on test piece 1 ¾ hrs

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All chiselling smoothly finished

Joint fits snugly

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment.................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 040 Constructing centre bridle joint

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a centre bridle joint.

2. Select suitable timber to construct a centre bridle joint.

3. Assemble the tools required to produce a centre bridle joint

4. Mark out a centre bridle joint on the timber

5. Cut a centre bridle joint accurately

6. Assemble the joint dry.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers and cutting tools

2. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

3. State the need for work to be clean

4. State the principles involved in maintaining tools in good condition.
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Unit 040 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Centre bridle Joint

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 1 hour

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, mallet, try square, bench hold fast or G cramp, marking knife, chopping board, 
mortice gauge, tenon saw, 12 mm register chisel, hand saw, 25 mm bevel edge chisel, smoothing 
plane.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the centre bridle joint as shown in the drawing

Specification:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All chiselling to be smoothly finished
All Joint surfaces to be level

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature.................................................... Date..............................

Assessor’s Signature...................................................... Date..............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 040 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A         A2

Time allowed on test piece

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All chiselling smoothly finished

Joint fits snugly

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………... Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature……………………………………. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………... Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment...................

Assessor’s Comments:
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Unit 041 Constructing halving dovetail joint

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a halving dovetail joint

2. Select suitable timber to construct a halving dovetail Joint 

3. Assemble the tools required to produce a halving dovetail joint

4. Mark out a halving dovetail joint on the timber

5. Cut a halving dovetail joint accurately

6. Assemble the joint dry.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers and cutting tools

2. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

3. State the need for work to be clean

4. State the principles involved in maintaining tools in good condition.
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Unit 041 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Halving dovetail

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 1 hour

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, tenon saw, try square, hand saw, marking knife, 15 mm bevel edge chisel, 
marking gauge, bench hold fast or G cramp, sliding bevel, smoothing plane

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the halving dovetail as shown in the diagram

Specifications:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All chiselling to be smoothly finished
All Joint surfaces to be level

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature...................................................... Date............................

Assessor’s Signature........................................................ Date............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 041 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 1 hour

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All chiselling smoothly finished

Joint fits snugly

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 042 Constructing through dovetail

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a through dovetail joint

2. Select suitable timber to construct a through dovetail Joint 

3. Assemble the tools required to produce a through dovetail joint

4. Mark out a through dovetail joint on the timber

5. Cut a through dovetail joint accurately

6. Assemble the joint dry.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers and cutting tools

2. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

3. State the need for work to be clean

4. State the principles involved in maintaining tools in good condition.
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Unit 042 Assignment 

Candidate’s instructions
Through dovetail

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 2.5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, coping saw, try square, chopping board, cutting gauge, bench hold fast or G cramp, 
sliding bevel or dove tail template, smoothing plane, dovetail saw, tenon saw, 10, 15, and 18 mm bevel 
edge chisels

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the through dovetail as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All chiselling to be smoothly finished

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature.................................................... Date.............................

Assessor’s Signature...................................................... Date.............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 042 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 2.5 hrs

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All chiselling smoothly finished

Joint fits snugly

Unit completed within time allowed

Candidate Signature…………………………………….. Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature……………………………………. Date…………………….

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………... Date…………………….

Number of attempts on assignment.................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 043 Constructing lapped dovetail

Learning outcomes 

Practical outcomes

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a lapped dovetail joint

2. Select suitable timber to construct a lapped dovetail joint 

3. Assemble the tools required to produce a lapped dovetail joint

4. Mark out a lapped dovetail joint on the timber

5. Cut a lapped dovetail joint accurately

6. Assemble the joint dry

7. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers and cutting tools

2. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

3. State the need for work to be clean

4. State the principles involved in maintaining tools in good condition
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Unit 043 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Lapped dovetail

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 2.5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm rule, try square, cutting gauge, sliding bevel or dovetail template, dovetail saw, 10 mm and 18 
mm bevel edge chisels, mallet, chopping board, coping saw, smoothing plane

The following instructions should be read to the candidates who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates re required to:
Construct the lapped dovetail as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All chiselling to be smoothly finished

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date............................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date.............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 043 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 2.5 hrs

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All chiselling smoothly finished

Joint fits snugly

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment..................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 044 Constructing biscuit joint or loose tongue

This unit is suitable only for candidates aged 16+ due to the required use of power tools
unless using the loose tongue option

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a biscuit joint or loose tongue

2. Select suitable timber or board material to construct a biscuit joint or loose tongue

3. Assemble the tools, equipment and materials required to produce a biscuit joint or loose 
tongue

4. Mark out a biscuit joint or loose tongue on the timber or board material

5. Prepare the components for a biscuit joint or loose tongue with the aid of appropriate tools (NB 
candidates aged 16+ only - machinery and powered hand tools)

6. Assemble the joint using an appropriate glue/adhesive

7. Demonstrate the maintenance of tools and equipment.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools and powered hand tools

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a Biscuit 
joint

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

4. State the need for work to be clean

5. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition.
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Unit 044 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Biscuit joint

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 2 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm rule, biscuit jointer or suitable hand router or plough plane
4 No.10 size biscuits, suitable glue, small sash cramp

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification (if using the loose tongue option tutors should amend the drawing 
appropriately)

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the biscuit joint as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All joints to be level and evenly finished
No residue of glue to be left

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature.................................................... Date............................

Assessor’s Signature...................................................... Date............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 044 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 2 hrs

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All level and evenly finished

Joint fits snugly before and after gluing

No residue of glue showing

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment...............

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 077 Constructing double mortice and tenon

Learning outcomes 

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a double mortice and tenon joint

2. Select suitable timber to construct a double mortice and tenon Joint 

3. Assemble the tools required to produce a double mortice and tenon joint

4. Mark out a double mortice and tenon joint on the timber

5. Cut a double mortice and tenon joint accurately

6. Assemble the joint dry

7. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery  and 
powered hand tools

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a 
Double Mortice and Tenon joint

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

4. State the need for work to be clean

5. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition.
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Unit 077 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Double mortice and tenon

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 2.5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, tenon saw, try square, hand saw, 12 mm register chisel, bench hold fast or G cramp, 
25 mm bevel edge chisel, coping saw, mallet, hammer, plough plane with 12 mm cutter, 
smoothing plane, mortice chisel

Optional power tools and machines (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
hand router with 12 mm cutter; hollow chisel mortice machine with 12 mm hollow chisel and auger 
Candidate to fit chisel and auger, set fence and depth stop, narrow bandsaw

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the double mortice and tenon as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All chiselling to be smoothly finished
All Joint surfaces to be level
To be assembled using wedges

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date.............................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date.............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 077 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 2.5 hrs

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All chiselling smoothly finished

Joint fits snugly before fitting wedges

Assembled using wedges

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date……………………..

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………... Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 078 Constructing shouldered housing joint

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a shouldered housing joint

2. Select suitable timber to construct a shouldered housing joint 

3. Assemble the tools required to produce a shouldered housing joint

4. Mark out a shouldered housing joint on the timber

5. Cut a shouldered housing joint accurately

6. Assemble the joint dry

7. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery  and 
powered hand tools

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a 
shouldered housing joint

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

4. State the need for work to be clean

5. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition.
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Unit 078 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Shouldered housing joint

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 1.5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, try square, marking knife, marking gauge, 8 mm and 15 mm bevel edge chisels, 
mallet, tenon saw, bench hold fast or G cramp, smoothing plane

Optional power tools (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
hand router with 8 mm cutter

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the shouldered housing joint as shown in the drawing

Specification:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All chiselling to be smoothly finished

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature................................................... Date............................

Assessor’s Signature..................................................... Date.............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 078 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 1.5 hrs

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All chiselling smoothly finished

Joint fits snugly

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 079 Constructing slot dovetail housing

Learning outcomes

Practical activities 

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a slot dovetail joint

2. Select suitable timber to construct a slot dovetail joint 

3. Assemble the tools required to produce a slot dovetail joint

4. Mark out a slot dovetail joint on the timber

5. Cut a slot dovetail joint accurately

6. Assemble the joint dry

7. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. Produce a slot dovetail joint with the aid of appropriate powered hand tools

2. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery  and 
powered hand tools

3. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a slot 
dovetail joint

4. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

5. State the need for work to be clean

6. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition.
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Unit 079 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Slot dovetail housing

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 1.5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
 600 mm rule, try square, marking knife, marking gauge, sliding bevel, 6 mm and 8 mm bevel edge 
chisels, mallet, bench hold fast or G cramp, tenon saw, smoothing plane

Optional power tool (for use only with candidates aged 16+) :
hand router with dovetail cutter and appropriate guides

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the slot dovetail housing as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All chiselling to be smoothly finished

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date............................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date.............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 079 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 1.5 hours

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All chiselling smoothly finished

Joint fits snugly

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date…………………….

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment..............

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 080 Constructing a nail box

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a nail box

2. Read a cutting list for a nail box

3. Select suitable timber/board material to produce a nail box

4. Assemble the tools and materials required to produce a nail box

5. Mark out the components for a nail box on the timber

6. Prepare the components for a nail box accurately

7. Assemble the nail box using suitable glue/adhesive

8. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. Produce a Nail Box with the aid of appropriate machinery and/or powered hand tools

2. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery  and 
powered hand tools

3. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a nail 
box

4. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

5. State the need for work to be clean

6. State the selection of appropriate glues and adhesives

7. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition

8. State that there are environmental issues involved with the use of timber and timber based 
materials.

The candidate will know of the current Legislation with regard to:

1. Timber and timber products
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2. Woodworking machinery

3. Hand and powered hand tools. 
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Unit 080 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Nail box

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.
Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.
Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm rule, bench hold fast or G cramp, try square, 8 mm, 15 mm and 18 mm bevel edge chisels, 
cutting gauge, mallet, sliding bevel or dovetail template, chopping board, marking knife, bench hold 
fast or G cramp, dovetail saw, swing brace and 25 mm bit, tenon saw, coping saw, hammer , bench 
hook, smoothing plane

Optional use of power tools and machinery (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
hand router with 10 mm cutter
jig saw
narrow bandsaw

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the nail box as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
Candidates may, under appropriate supervision, prepare their own timber (not included in 
time)
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All joints to be level and evenly finished
No residue of glue to be left

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date...............................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date...............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 080 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C        A      A2

Time allowed on test piece 5 hrs

Marking out firm and accurate

Fit of joints

Dovetails

Housings

Shape of centre handle division

Correct dimensions to ± 2mm

Spacing of divisions

All surfaces clean and smooth

Square and true

Adhesive used

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment.............

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 081 Constructing pair of gallows brackets

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a gallows bracket

2. Read a cutting list for a gallows bracket

3. Select suitable timber/board material to produce a gallows bracket

4. Assemble the tools and materials required to produce a gallows bracket

5. Mark out the components for a gallows bracket on the timber

6. Prepare the components for a gallows bracket accurately

7. Assemble the gallows bracket using suitable glue/adhesive

8. Produce a second gallows bracket to match the first one

9. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery  and 
powered hand tools

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a 
gallows bracket

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

4. State the need for work to be clean

5. State the selection of appropriate glues and adhesives

6. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition

7. State that there are environmental issues involved with the use of timber and timber based 
materials.

The candidate will know of the current Legislation with regard to:

1. Timber and timber products

2. Woodworking machinery

3. Hand and powered hand tools. 
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Unit 081 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Pair of gallows brackets

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.
Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.
Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm rule, mallet, try square, chopping board, marking knife, tenon saw, mortice gauge, dovetail 
saw, cutting gauge, coping saw, sliding bevel, bench hold fast or G cramp, 15 mm register chisel, 
bullnose plane, 15 mm bevel edge chisel, smoothing plane

Optional use of power tools and machinery (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
hollow chisel mortice machine with 15 mm hollow chisel and auger candidate to fit hollow chisel and 
auger, set fence and depth stop;
harrow bandsaw;
hand router with chamfer cutter

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the pair of gallows brackets as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
Candidates may, under appropriate supervision, prepare their own timber (not included in 
time)
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All joints to be level and evenly finished
No residue of glue to be left

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date..............................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date...............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 081 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 5 hrs

Marking out firm and Accurate

Fit of Joints

Dovetail

Mortices

Shape of brace

Correct dimensions to ± 2mm

All surfaces clean and smooth

Square and true

Adhesive used

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment.................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 082 Constructing furniture - garden gate

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a garden gate

2. Read a cutting list for a garden gate

3. Select suitable timber/board material to produce a garden gate

4. Assemble the tools and materials required to produce a garden gate

5. Mark out the components for a garden gate on the timber

6. Prepare the components for a garden gate accurately

7. Assemble the garden gate using suitable glue/adhesive

8. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery  and 
powered hand tools

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a 
garden gate

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

4. State the purpose of the brace component on a garden gate

5. State the need for work to be clean

6. State the selection of appropriate glues and adhesives

7. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition

8. State that there are environmental issues involved with the use of timber and timber based 
materials.

The candidate will know of the current Legislation with regard to:

1. Timber and timber products

2. Woodworking machinery
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3. Hand and powered hand tools. 
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Unit 082 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Garden gate

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
1m steel rule or tape, mallet, try square, rebate plane, sliding bevel, smoothing plane, mortice gauge, 
tenon saw, marking knife, hand saw, 15 mm register chisel, bench hold fast or G cramp, 25 mm bevel, 
edge chisel, 2 No. sash cramps

Optional use of power tools and machinery (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
hollow chisel mortice machine (candidate to fit hollow chisel and auger. Set fence and depth stop); 
hand router with cutters suitable to produce a 25 x 15 mm rebate, and a 10 x 10 chamfer

The following instructions should be read to the candidates who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the garden gate as shown in the drawing

Specifications: 
Candidates may, under appropriate supervision, prepare their own timber (not included in 
time)
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All joints to be level and evenly finished
No residue of glue to be left

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date..............................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date..............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 082 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 5 hrs

Marking out firm and accurate

Fit of joints

Stub mortice and tenons

Bare faced mortice and tenons

Joint of brace

Correct dimensions to ± 2mm

Spacing of slats

All surfaces clean and smooth

Correct use of sash cramps

Square and true

Adhesive used

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 083 Constructing furniture - built in cupboard

Learning outcomes 

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a built in cupboard

2. Read a cutting list for a built in cupboard

3. Select suitable timber/board material to produce a built in cupboard

4. Assemble the tools and materials required to produce a built in cupboard

5. Mark out the components for a built in cupboard on the timber

6. Prepare the components for a built in cupboard accurately

7. Assemble the built in cupboard using suitable glue/adhesive

8. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery  and 
powered hand tools

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a built in 
cupboard

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

4. State the need for work to be clean

5. State the selection of appropriate glues and adhesives

6. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition

7. State that there are environmental issues involved with the use of timber and timber based 
materials.

The candidate will know of the current legislation with regard to:

1. Timber and timber products

2. Woodworking machinery

3. Hand and powered hand tools. 
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Unit 083 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Built in cupboard 

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, bull nose plane, try square, smoothing plane, marking knife, tenon saw, mortice 
gauge, hand saw, 6 mm register chisel, mitre block, 15 mm bevel edge chisel, screw driver for 3.5mm
gauge screws, plough plane with 6 mm cutter, bradawl, rebate plane, hammer, 

Optional use of power tools and machinery (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
hand router with a chamfer cutter, and a 6 mm grooving and rebating cutter.
hollow chisel mortice machine;
candidate to fit hollow chisel and auger. Set fence and depth stops

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the built in cupboard as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
Candidates may, under appropriate supervision, prepare their own timber (not included in 
unit time)
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All joints to be level and evenly finished
No residue of glue to be left 

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature....................................................... Date................................

Assessor’s Signature......................................................... Date................................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 083 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 5 hrs

Marking out firm and accurate

Fit of Joints

Correct dimensions to ± 2mm

All surfaces clean and smooth

Correct use of Sash cramps

Square and true

Adhesive used

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 084 Constructing three dowel joint

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a three dowel joint.

2. Select suitable timber to construct a three dowel joint. 

3. Assemble the tools and materials required to produce a three dowel joint.

4. Mark out a three dowel joint on the timber.

5. Prepare the components for a three dowel joint accurately

6. Assemble the joint dry.

7. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge 

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery and powered 
hand tools.

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a three 
dowel joint.

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials.

4. State the need for work to be clean.

5. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition.
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Unit 084 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Three dowel Joint

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 1.5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, try square, marking gauge, bradawl, brace with 9 mm dowel bit, 9 mm dowels, 
adhesive, small sash cramp

Optional power tools and machines (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
power drill
pillar or bench drill
single horizontal boring machine
triple horizontal boring machine

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the three dowel joint as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All dowel holes cleanly and accurately cut
All Joint surfaces to be level

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature...................................................... Date.................................

Assessor’s Signature........................................................ Date.................................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 084 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C       A      A2

Time allowed on test piece 1.5 hours

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All saw cuts accurate to within ± 1mm

All dowel holes cleanly and accurately cut

Joint fits snugly

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment..................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 085 Constructing furniture - bedside cabinet

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a bedside cabinet

2. Read a cutting list for a bedside cabinet

3. Select suitable timber/board material to produce a bedside cabinet

4. Assemble the tools and materials required to produce a bedside cabinet

5. Mark out the components for a bedside cabinet on the timber

6. Prepare the components for a bedside cabinet accurately

7. Assemble the bedside cabinet using suitable glue/adhesive

8. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery  and 
powered hand tools

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a 
bedside cabinet

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

4. State the need for work to be clean

5. State the selection of appropriate glues and adhesives

6. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition

7. State that there are environmental issues involved with the use of timber and timber based 
materials.

The candidate will know of the current Legislation with regard to:

1. Timber and timber products

2. Woodworking machinery
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3. Hand and powered hand tools. 
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Unit 085 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Bedside cabinet

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 5 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600mm steel rule, panel saw, drill, try square, mallet, smoothing plane, sliding bevel or d/tail template, 
chopping board, spokeshave, cutting gauge, biscuit jointer, 4 sash cramps, dovetail saw, plough plane 
with 3mm cutter, tenon saw, 8 & 18 mm bevel edge chisels, coping saw, bench hold fast or G cramp

Optional use of power tools and machinery (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
thickness planner with bevelling jig;
electric hand drill or bench drill;
router with 3 mm cutter;
bandsaw

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the bedside cabinet as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
Candidates may, under appropriate supervision, prepare their own timber (not included in 
time)
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
All saw cuts to be accurate to ± 1mm
All joints to be level and evenly finished
No residue of glue to be left. (The glue used must be suitable for the task)
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 085 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C        A      A2

Time allowed on test piece 5 hrs

Marking out firm and accurate

Fit of joints

Cut of dovetails

Accuracy of grooves

Fit of drawer stops

Fit of drawer

Fit of lippings

Correct dimensions to ± 2mm

All surfaces clean and smooth

Correct use of sash cramps

Square and true

Adhesive used

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment...................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 086 Constructing furniture - kitchen stool

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a kitchen stool

2. Read a cutting list for a kitchen stool

3. Select suitable timber/board material to produce a kitchen stool

4. Assemble the tools and materials required to produce a kitchen stool

5. Mark out the components for a kitchen stool on the timber

6. Prepare the components for a kitchen stool accurately

7. Assemble the kitchen stool using suitable glue/adhesive

8. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery  and 
powered hand tools

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a 
kitchen stool

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

4. State the need for work to be clean

5. State the selection of appropriate glues and adhesives

6. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition

7. State that there are environmental issues involved with the use of timber and timber based 
materials.

The candidate will know of the current Legislation with regard to:

1. Timber and timber products

2. Woodworking machinery
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3. Hand and powered hand tools. 
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Unit 086 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Kitchen stool

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 12 hours 

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule , 10 mm bevel edge chisel, try square, mallet, marking knife, rebate plane, mortice 
gauge, smoothing plane, tenon saw, mitre box,  6 mm, and 10mm firmer chisels, suitable number of 
sash cramps

Optional use of power tools and machines (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
hollow chisel mortice machine with 6 mm and 10 mm hollow chisels.  Candidate is to set hollow chisel 
and auger. Set fence and depth stops; hand router with rebate and pencil round cutters

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the kitchen stool as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
Candidates may, under appropriate supervision, prepare their own timber (not included in 
time)
All markings to be clear and clean
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
Top Frame joints to be level and evenly finished
50 x 35 top frame to be finger joint with top finger mitred at corners
25 x 20 stretchers to be mortice and tenon joint to leg
Legs to be stub morticed to top frame
Edge lipping to be 12 x 12 
Top outside edge to pencil rounded over.
Outside edge of legs to be rounded to 10mm radius
No residue of glue to be left

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature.................................................... Date............................

Assessor’s Signature...................................................... Date............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 086 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 12 hrs

Marking out firm and accurate

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

Top frame joints to be level and evenly finished

Joint fits snugly before and after gluing

Correct use of machines and power tools

Cleaned up ready for finishing

No residue of glue showing

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment................

Assessor Comment:
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Unit 087 Constructing furniture - magazine rack

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing a magazine rack

2. Read a cutting list for a magazine rack

3. Select suitable timber/board material to produce a magazine rack

4. Assemble the tools and materials required to produce a magazine rack

5. Mark out the components for a magazine rack on the timber

6. Prepare the components for a magazine rack accurately

7. Assemble the magazine rack using suitable glue/adhesive

8. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery  and 
powered hand tools

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing a 
magazine rack

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

4. State the need for work to be clean

5. State the selection of appropriate glues and adhesives

6. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition

7. State that there are environmental issues involved with the use of timber and timber based 
materials.

The candidate will know of the current Legislation with regard to:

1. Timber and timber products

2. Woodworking machinery
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3. Hand and powered hand tools. 
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Unit 087 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Magazine rack

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 12 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, 12 mm bevel edge chisel, counter sink, try square, mallet, bradawl, marking knife, 
tenon saw, bench hold fast or G cramp, mortice gauge, hand saw, biscuit jointer, marking gauge, 
coping saw, 6 mm firmer chisel, drill with 9 mm dowel bit, 3 mm twist drill

Optional power tools and machines (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
hollow chisel mortice machine.  Candidate to fit 6 mm hollow chisel and auger. Set fence and depth 
stop;
pillar or bench drill. Single or twin horizontal borer;
power hand router and pencil round cutter

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the magazine rack as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
Candidates may, under appropriate supervision, prepare their own timber and choose 
which power tools should be used. (assessor to confirm suitability)
All markings to be clear and clean. (marked but removed from finished unit)
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm.
All joints to be level and evenly finished.
Baseboard to be made from several pieces Biscuit Jointed together.
Lower and Upper rails to be mortice and tenonned into uprights.
Cross dividers to be dowelled jointed into lower and upper rails.
Tenons and dowels not to be seen on outside of unit.
Base to be screwed to frame.
Bracket feet may be replaced with castors if desired.
Unit to be cleaned up ready for application of finish with no residue of glue to be left.

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date.............................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date.............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 087 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 12 hours

Marking out firm and accurate

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

All Joints level and evenly finished

Joint fits snugly before and after gluing

Accurate fitting of base to frame

No residue of glue showing

Correct fitting of bracket feet or castors 

Cleaned up ready for finishing

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment..................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 088 Constructing furniture - occasional table

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Read a drawing showing an occasional table

2. Read a cutting list for an occasional table

3. Select suitable timber/board material to produce an occasional table

4. Assemble the tools and materials required to produce an occasional table

5. Mark out the components for an occasional table on the timber

6. Prepare the components for an occasional table accurately

7. Assemble the occasional table using suitable glue/adhesive

8. Demonstrate the sharpening and maintenance of hand tools.

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications of using timbers, cutting tools, machinery and  
powered hand tools

2. State the appropriate machinery and powered hand tools suitable for use in producing an 
occasional table

3. State the need for accuracy in marking out and cutting materials

4. State the need for work to be clean

5. State the selection of appropriate glues and adhesives

6. State the principles involved in maintaining machines and tools in good condition

7. State that there are environmental issues involved with the use of timber and timber based 
 materials.

The candidate will know of the current legislation with regard to:

1. Timber and timber products

2. Woodworking machinery

3. Hand and powered hand tools
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Unit 088 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Occasional table

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 12 hours

Before starting this unit candidates must make sure they have everything they need.

Candidates must make sure they have sufficient clear space to work in and the area is safe and tidy.

Candidates must make sure they have the correct timber and all pieces are of the correct size.

The test should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
600 mm steel rule, mallet, spoke shave, try square, tenon saw, smoothing plane, marking knife, hand 
saw, sanding block, 8 mm firmer chisel, coping saw, bradawl, 15 mm bevel edge chisel, biscuit jointer, 
electric hand drill

Optional use of power tools and machinery (for use only with candidates aged 16+):
hollow chisel morticing machine. Candidate to fit hollow chisel and auger. Set fence and depth stop;
narrow bandsaw; pillar drill; mortice gauge; electric hand drill or brace drill bit and countersink suitable 
for 4mm gauge wood screw; belt sander

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Referring to the drawing on the following page candidates are required to:
Construct the occasional table as shown in the drawing

Specifications:
Candidates may under appropriate supervision, prepare their own timber and choose 
which power tools should be used (assessor to confirm suitability)
All markings to be clear and clean (marked but removed from finished unit)
All dimensions to be within ± 2mm
Top to be constructed from several strips, biscuit jointed together
Unit to be cleaned up ready for application of finish with no residue of glue to be left

I have read and understood what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date............................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date............................
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6217-05 Basic Construction Skills - Woodworking

Unit 088 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct

C          A        A2

Time allowed on test piece 12 hrs

Marking out firm and accurate

All dimensions within ± 2mm

All markings clear and clean

Biscuit joints to be level and evenly finished

Joint fits snugly before and after gluing

Accurate and close fitting of table top

No residue of glue showing

Moulding to top clean and even

Cleaned up ready for finishing

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date…………………….

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date……………………..

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date……………………..

Number of attempts on assignment...............

Assessors Comments:
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Further information

Further information regarding centre/scheme approval or any aspect of assessment of our 
qualifications should be referred to the relevant City & Guilds regional/national office:

Region Telephone Facsimile

City & Guilds Scotland 0131 226 1556 0131 226 1558

City & Guilds North East 0191 402 5100 0191 402 5101

City & Guilds North West 01925 897900 01925 897925

City & Guilds Yorkshire 0113 380 8500 0113 380 8525

City & Guilds Wales 02920 748600 02920 748625 

City & Guilds West Midlands 0121 359 6667 0121 359 7734

City & Guilds East Midlands 01773 842900 01773 833030

City & Guilds South West 01823 722200 01823 444231

City & Guilds London and 
South East 

020 7294 2820 020 7294 2419 

City & Guilds Southern 020 7294 2724 020 7294 2412

City & Guilds East 01480 308300 01480 308325

City & Guilds Northern 
Ireland/ Ireland

028 9032 5689 028 9031 2917

City & Guilds Customer 
Relations Unit 

020 7294 2800 020 7294 2400

Website www.cityandguilds.com
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